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This invention relates to light-sensitive devices
and more particularly to light-sensitive devices
. having a light-permeable electrode,
An object of the invention is to improve the
5 light-sensitive characteristics of such devices.
In an example of practice a light-sensitive de
vice of the blocking-layer type comprises a first
light-permeable layer of a metal having low spe
cific conductivity overlying the blocking layer and

nium and the gold layer, for example; these
selenides impair the cells.
In accordance with the invention this knowl

edge led to the application of metals as trans
parent electrode on the photosensitive layer of
blocking layer photoelectric cells, particularly
selenium cells, by means of which the rectifying
action of the element is increased and the forma

tion of deleterious compounds is prevented. The
10 a second light-permeable layer of a metal having application
of such coating electrodes produces
a higher specific conductivity overlying said first an essentially greater power than that which was
layer. The metal cadmium is used preferably for possible with the coating electrodes which were
said first layer and gold for said second.
used heretofore for the blocking-layer photo

0

The figure of the drawing illustrates schemati electric cells.
It has been found that the metals which, when
invention.
applied as coating electrode on the photosensitive

15 cally a light sensitive device according to this
It is well known that blocking-layer photo
electric cells constructed in layers can be pro
vided with a transparent metal electrode. This

20 metal electrode either is pressed upon the photo

sensitive layer in the form of a very thin film.
or applied by cathode sputtering, vaporization, or
in a similar manner according to one of the
known methods.
25 The transparent metal electrode has the task of
letting through light rays, which fall upon the
photoelectric cell, to the photosensitive layer and
to carry off the electrons, which are liberated

layer, form a good blocking layer or produce a
good rectifying action of the blocking layer and
do not form deleterious chemical compounds with
the Semi-conductive layer have a comparatively
low conductivity compared with the coating layer
metals known heretofore. Since the coating layer
metals can be applied only as very thin films to
obtain a high degree of transparency, the capacity
of such a photoelectric cell would decrease quite
considerably. Owing to the comparatively high
voltage drop of the photoelectric current flowing
through the thin, highly resistive coating film. In
accordance with the invention another very thin

when the light rays strike the cell, to the edge of
film of a metal of high conductivity is placed on
Thorough experiments have disclosed that the top of the first coating film, by means of which

30 the cell.

capacity of a blocking-layer photoelectric cell in
a high degree depends upon the rectifying action
of its blocking layer; the activity of the blocking
35 layer in turn depends upon the nature of the
applied coating electrode.
It has been found that the metals or other ma
terials (gold, platinum, silver, etc.) known here
tofore as transparent coating electrodes were not
40 particularly well suited for producing a good
blocking layer and hence a satisfactory photo
electric effect. Experiments have shown that the
rectifying action in photoelectric cells with the
known coating electrodes measured with the low
voltages used for operating blocking-layer photo
. electric cells is only comparatively very Small.
After a short or long time these known coating
electrode metals, owing to the constant contact,

form
chemical compounds with the photosensitive
semi-conductive layer on the contact surface,

30

a good rectifying action of the cell is obtained.
The second coating film also should be applied
to the intermediate layer by cathode Sputtering

or vaporization according to one of the known

methods.

Through the combination of the two metallic

coating films, placed on top of One another, of
opposite characteristics described above a block
ing layer photoelectric cell is obtained which is
far superior to those known heretofore in regard
to capacity.

The construction of blocking layer photoelec
tric cells in accordance with the invention in

addition to the improved power described also
has the advantage that by suitable choice of
both metals used for the films or by sputtering
another metal and by the choice of the thick
ness of each metal film the spectral sensitivity
can be influenced within wide limits.

In the cells known heretofore the spectral sen
which gradually reduce the blocking-layer photo sitivity
was changed by placing corresponding
electric effect of the cell. In photoelectric sele

glass or color filters in front of the cells or by
nium cells coated with a transparent layer of coating
with a suitable lacquer. In the cells in

ss gold, gold selenides are formed between the sele

20

accordance with the invention the filter action is

40
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than the metal of said first
obtained only by the transparent coating fams specific conductivity
ight-permeable layer overlying and
without the additional losses in special connected Enentioned
is contact with said layer of metal first men
filters,

The figure shows a blocking layer photoelectric

0.

cioned.

3. A light-sensitive electric device comprising
cell in accordance with the invention winich will
a netallic base piate coated on one side with a
be described in the following.
The photosensitive layer, b, is produced chemi layer of light-sensitive selenium, a light-perme
cally or applied on a metal plate, a, as base plate. able layer of a first metal which with said light
sensitive material forms no chemical Compounds
The transparent metal electrode, c, of a metal of which
gradually reduce the photo-electric effect 10
low conductivity, which with the photoSensitive
layer, b, forms a good blocking layer, is sputtered of the device overlying and in contact with the

light-sensitive material, and a light-permeable
or evaporated on the photosensitive layer, b. An layer
of a second metal which is chemically
other transparent metal electrode, d, of high

5

25

30

conductivity is sputtered or evaporated on the
transparent intermediate electrode, c; this elec
trode, d, upon illumination of the cell in the
direction of the arrow carries the electrons
emerging from the blocking layer to the contact
ring, e. The blocking layer between the photo
sensitive layer, b, and the metal layer, C, is repre
sented by the layer, f.
In the preferred embodiment of the invention
the photosensitive layer, b, consists of selenium
treated in well known manner to form a block
ing layer, f. The layer, c, consists of the metal
cadmium and the layer, d, of gold. The contact
ring, e, is of copper and plate, a, of copper or iron.
Various modifications of the invention differ
ing from the specific embodiment disclosed here
in come within the purview of this invention, the
scope of which is defined in the appended claims.

stable in the presence of Said first metal and is

of higher specific conductivity than said first 15
metal in contact with said layer of metal first
mentioned. .
4. A light-sensitive electric device comprising

a layer of Selenium on one surface of which is a

blocking layer, a light-permeable layer of cad

90

mium Overlying Said blocking layer and in Con
tact therewith, and a light-permeable layer of
gold Overlying said layer of cadmium and in Con
tact therewith.
5. A light-sensitive electric device according to 25
claim 3 in which the thickness of each light
permeable layer is so chosen that the two layers
together have a predetermined spectral sensi
tivity.

-

6. A light-sensitive electric device comprising 80

a layer of light-sensitive material, a light-per
meable layer of metal which forms with said
1. A light-sensitive electric device comprising light-sensitive material no compounds which
a metallic base plate coated on One side with a gradually reduce the photoelectric effect of the 85
layer of light-sensitive material relatively chemi device overlying said light-sensitive layer and in
cally inactive with respect to cadmium, a light contact therewith, and a second light-permeable
permeable layer of cadmium Overlying and in layer of a different metal overlying said first
of metal and in contact therewith, the said
contact with said light-sensitive material, and a layer
light-permeable layer of relatively chemically metals and the thickness of said layers being 40
inactive metal of a specific conductivity higher selected to produce an intended spectral influ
What is claimed is:

40

ence on the light sensitivity of the cell.
7. A photo-voltaic cell comprising a metallic
2. A light-sensitive electric device comprising base plated coated on One side thereof with a
a metallic base plate coated On One side with a layer of light-sensitive Selenium, a light-perme
layer of light-sensitive material, a light-perme able layer of cadmium Overlying and in contact
able layer of a metal which forms with said light with the Selenium, and a light-permeable layer
sensitive material no chemical compounds which of a relatively chemically inactive metal over
gradually reduce the photo-electric effect of the lying and in contact with the layer of cadmium.
device overlying and in contact with said light
OTTMAR GEISLER,
sensitive material, and a light-permeable layer
of relatively chemically inactive metal of higher
JOSEF EISELE.

than that of cadmium Overlying and in Contact
with said layer of cadmium.

so

